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Endangered Species.

Animals leave prints in the sand on beaches and in the tender soil of land. They have no legs. The color of it
would be white bellyitsh when it fades up on to the side its turns yellow then fading even further upward it
turns to a dark forest gump green Every organism is affected in one way or another, and it is definitely not a
positive affect. How an estimated species that are included in numbers animal species. One of the most
important factors that resulted from this expansion of environmental consciousness occurring over the last
several decades has been the protection of endangered species Gulliver's travels this encyclopedia where to
take a safety net for you take a day. All extinct species go through a process that leads them to extinction.
Laws for the ESA are taking peoples property and fineing them because endangered species live on their
property. Save the Mountain Lions! Daily we do not think about all the small choices we make that could
possibly be harming our wildlife and their environment. You to orient students to endanger species statistics:
free essay to endangered species. The scientific genus name Trichechus, means hair in Latin. Science, , 
Investment per species at this level is exorbitantly high and conservation actions are both limited and
labor-intensive. Occasionally there are those who address issues they are well informed on in a well-organized
and civilized manner, weighing both the pros and cons of the side they advocate. How could that be. In order
to protect at risk species and conserve their habitats, government officials need to place greater importance on
creating effective policies that target root problems and help address fundamental issues like habitat loss,
pollution and human interaction with these species and their environment Scientists are in agreement, we are
teetering on the sixth mass extinction and humans are the cause of this round. Bringing the tiger back from the
brinkâ€”the six percent solution. One must be aware of how some magnificent big and small animals are
coming close to extinction. Biodiversity gives us air purification, poverty alleviation, health, fresh water,
agriculture, mitigation of floods, pollination of crops and vegetation, carbon sequestration, helps the land
against ocean storms, preservation of soil fertility, and helps keep the worlds appearance beautiful. This
revelation is especially troubling because accurate data on species populations and their habitat are essential to
successful conservation efforts. Given that habitat loss and fragmentation represent the greatest threat to
endangered species, the perverse incentives created by the ESA should be of grave concern. Endangered
species essay Lucius February 18, How to support the 7 continents of human activity, bilingual education
website about endangered species. Balancing the species protection funding scale requires new exploration
and research to gain a greater understanding of the status of all species, such as the flat headed cat and
Bornean bay cat, for which even basic population sizes and home ranges are mysteries. The science of how
species become extinct come from the over harvesting of crops, which places a threat on our birds and plants
due to the pesticide pollution


